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Let P be a set of n points that lie on an n × n grid. The well-known orthogonal range
reporting problem is to preprocess P so that for any query rectangle R , we can report all
points in P ∩ R eﬃciently. In many applications driven by the information retrieval or the
bioinformatics communities, we do not need all the points in P ∩ R , but need only just
the point that has the smallest y-coordinate; this motivates the study of a variation called
the orthogonal range successor problem. If space is the major concern, the best-known result
is by Mäkinen and Navarro, which requires an optimal index space of n + o(n) words and
supports each query in O (logn) time. In contrast, if query time is the major concern, the
best-known result is by Crochemore et al., which supports each query in O (1) time with
O (n1+ε) index space. In this paper, we ﬁrst propose another optimal-space index with a
faster O (logn/ loglogn) query time. The improvement stems from the design of an index
with O (1) query time when the points are restricted to lie on a narrow grid, and the
subsequent application of the wavelet tree technique to support the desired query. Based
on the proposed index, we directly obtain improved results for the successive indexing
problem and the position-restricted pattern matching problem in the literature. We next
propose an O (n1+ε)-word index that supports each query in O (1) time. When compared
with the result by Crochemore et al., our scheme is conceptually simpler and easier for
construction. In addition, our scheme can be easily extended to work for high-dimensional
cases.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Range searching problems have been intensively studied during the last 30 years, as they have many applications in
a wide spectrum of areas such as database design, geographic information systems, computer graphics, and bioinformatics.
In the most general setting, we are given a set of points P and a region Q in the d-dimensional space Rd , and our target is
to answer various queries about the set of points P ∩ Q (i.e., those points in P that are inside the region Q ). Typical queries
include the range-reporting query, in which all points in P ∩ Q are to be reported, and the range-counting query, in which
only the number of points |P ∩ Q | is required. In addition, an emptiness query checks if P ∩ Q is empty and a one-reporting
query reports an arbitrary point in P ∩ Q if there exists one. Sometimes, each point in P is associated with a value (e.g.,
its distance from the origin), and an optimization query is deﬁned to pick the point in P ∩ Q which is optimal under some
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Indexes for orthogonal range successor problem on a d-dimensional grid.
Construction time Space Query time Remark
[14] O (n logn) n + o(n) O (logn) for d = 2
[12] O (n logn loglogn) expected O (n logn) O (loglogn)
[6] O (n1+ε) O (n1+ε) O (1)
Ours O (n logn/ loglogn) n + o(n) O (logn/ loglogn)
Ours O (n1+ε) O (n1+ε) O (1) for any ﬁxed d 2
criteria (e.g., to pick the point closest to the origin). When P and Q are both known, most queries can be answered simply
by checking each point in P to see if it lies in Q . However, a more common situation is the online version of the problem
where only P is given in advance, but we expect that range-searching query on P will later be performed against many
different regions Q . In this case, our target is to construct indexing data structures (or indexes) for P so that for any region
Q given later, we can answer the queries eﬃciently. We refer the readers to the excellent survey by Agarwal and Erickson
[1] for more discussion.
Lenhof and Smid [13] introduced an optimization query called the orthogonal range successor query as follows: For a set
P of n points in Rd , and an axis-parallel query rectangle R of the form [a1,b1] × [a2,b2] × · · · × [ad−1,bd−1] × [ad,∞], the
target is to locate the point in R which has the smallest dth coordinate. They proposed an eﬃcient index with O (n logd−1 n)
space which supports each query in O (logn + logd−2 n loglogn) time.1 In this paper, we focus on an important special case
of the problem, where the input points in P are restricted to have integral coordinates. In other words, the input points are
lying on a d-dimensional grid. By exploiting the grid property, better indexes were achieved in the literature, though they
are restricted for the 2-dimensional case. First, Keller et al. [12] gave an O (n logn) space index, thus having the same space
as that of Lenhof and Smid, but with a faster O (loglogn) query time. In fact, there can be tradeoffs between index space
and query time. On one hand, if space is the major concern, an optimal n+ o(n) space index was obtained by Mäkinen and
Navarro [14] whose query time is O (logn). Their solution is based on an elegant connection between wavelet trees [10]
and two-dimensional range searching. On the other hand, if query time is the major concern, Crochemore et al. [7] had
an interesting observation that the orthogonal range successor problem can be eﬃciently solved by using range minimum
queries and gave an index that supports each query in O (1) time with O (n2) space. The index space was later reduced to
O (n1+ε) for any constant ε > 0 using a multi-level scheme, while the query time remains optimal [6].
In this paper, we improve the existing optimal-space index and provide an alternative optimal-query-time index for
the orthogonal range successor problem on a grid. We ﬁrst consider the succinct indexing problem for the 2-dimensional
case, where only n + o(n) words are allowed for the index space. We show that with a novel extension of the wavelet
tree technique [8,10], each query can be answered in O (logn/ loglogn) time, thus improving the O (logn) time by Mäkinen
and Navarro [14]. Our proposed solution is essentially based on the design of an index with O (1) query time when the
points are restricted to lie on a narrow grid. More speciﬁcally, when the y-coordinates of the points are bounded by
O (logn/(loglogn)2), we show that the points can be stored using only a small amount of additional storage while each
range successor query is answered in O (1) time. We next propose an O (n1+ε)-word index that supports each query in
O (1) time. When compared with the existing index in [6], ours is conceptually simpler and easier for construction. In
addition, our scheme can be easily extended to any d dimensions, where d  3 is a constant. The results for orthogonal
range successor index on a grid are summarized in Table 1. Our model of computation is a unit-cost RAM with word size
of logn bits. Unless stated otherwise, the space is measured in terms of words. (As a remark, Bentley and Maurer [3] had
studied the range-searching problem in the weaker pointer machine model. Based on one of their results, it is straightforward
to obtain an O (n1+ε)-word index in the pointer machine model so that each d-dimensional range successor query can be
supported in O (logn) time for any ﬁxed d.)
A direct application of the orthogonal range successor problem is the well-studied orthogonal range reporting prob-
lem. The best-known O (n)-word range reporting index for d = 2 was due to Nekrich [15], which supports each query in
O (logn/ loglogn + occ logε n) time, where occ is the number of outputs. Very recently, Bose et al. [4] gave a succinct index,
using n+ o(n) words, which can answer each range reporting query in O (occ logn/ loglogn) time. However, neither of their
indexes returns the points in sorted order. By employing our range successor index, we achieve the same performance as
Bose et al.’s index in answering range reporting queries, both in time and space, while having the advantage that the out-
put points are sorted. Besides, our result also matches the most eﬃcient O (n)-word index by Nekrich [15] in answering
one-reporting and emptiness queries. Table 2 summarizes the results of the linear-space range reporting indexes.
Another application of the orthogonal range successor problem is the successive indexing problem [6,12]. Given a text T ,
the successive indexing problem is to preprocess T in advance, so that for any query pattern P and a query position j, we
can eﬃciently report the ﬁrst occurrence of P in T ( j,n). Keller et al. [12] introduced this problem and gave an O (n logn)-
word index with O (p+ loglogn) query time, and Crochemore et al. [6] gave an O (n1+ε)-word index supporting O (p) query
time, where n is the length of T and p is the length of P . In addition, Mäkinen and Navarro [14] presented an index of
3n + o(n) words supporting O (p + logn) query time. The idea of the above indexes is to support a query by ﬁrst searching
1 In this paper, all logarithms are base-2.
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Linear-space indexes for orthogonal range reporting on a 2-dimensional grid.
Space Query time Remark
[15] O (n) O (logn/ loglogn + occ logε n) not sorted
[4] n+ o(n) O (occ logn/ loglogn) not sorted
Ours n+ o(n) O (occ logn/ loglogn) in sorted order
Table 3
Indexes for successive indexing problem.
Space Query time
[6] O (n1+ε) O (p)
[12] O (n logn) O (p + loglogn)
[14] 3n + o(n) O (p + logn)
Ours 3n + o(n) O (p + logn/ loglogn)
Table 4
Indexes for position-restricted pattern matching problem.
Space Query time Remark
[6] O (n1+ε) O (p + occ) in sorted order
[12] O (n logn) O (p + occ loglogn) in sorted order
[14] 3n + o(n) O (p + occ logn) in sorted order
[4] 3n + o(n) O (p + occ logn/ loglogn) not sorted
Ours 3n + o(n) O (p + occ logn/ loglogn) in sorted order
the pattern P with the suﬃx tree or the suﬃx array and then reporting the desired answer with a range successor index.
By using the same idea, we can combine the enhanced suﬃx array of [9] and our range successor index, so that the
searching time is O (p) and the reporting time is O (logn/ loglogn), giving a total query time of O (p + logn/ loglogn).
Table 3 summarizes the above results.
The position-restricted pattern matching problem [7,14] is a problem closely related to the successive indexing problem.
Given a text T , the position-restricted pattern matching problem is to preprocess T in advance, so that for any query
pattern P and a query interval [l, r], we can eﬃciently report all occurrences of P in T (l, r) in text position order. Clearly,
this query can be answered by a series of queries on an index to the successive indexing problem. Table 4 summarizes the
relevant results in the literature. (For the sake of completeness, we also list a recent result in [4], which eﬃciently reports
the desired occurrences but not in sorted order.)
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces notation and preliminary results. Section 3 gives
the details of our optimal-space index on a 2-dimensional grid, while Section 4 gives the general framework for achieving
optimal query time on a d-dimensional grid. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
Let P be a set of n points in [1,n] × [1,n]. For each point p ∈ P , its x-coordinate and y-coordinate are, respectively,
denoted by x(p) and y(p). A rectangle is a cross product of two intervals. Given a point set P , the orthogonal range successor
problem is to construct an index for P such that for any query rectangle R ⊆ [1,n] × [1,n], we can eﬃciently report the
lowest point in P that lies in R . More formally, given a rectangle R ⊆ [1,n] × [1,n], we output the point with the smallest
y-coordinate in P ∩ R . For ease of presentation, an orthogonal range successor index is abbreviated as an RS index and an
orthogonal range successor query is abbreviated as an RS query.
Let S be an array whose length is denoted by |S|. The ith element of S is denoted by S(i). For any indices i and j such
that 1 i  j  |S|, S(i, j) denotes the subarray of S that consists of the elements S(i), S(i + 1), . . . , S( j).
2.1. Rank and select queries
Let S be a character string of length n over a ﬁnite, ordered alphabet Σ = {1,2, . . . , |Σ |}. For any character c ∈ Σ and
any position i, a rank query rankc(S, i) reports the number of c in S(1, i). A select query selectc(S, j) returns the position of
the jth occurrence of c in S . For instance, if S = 231131321, then rank3(S,6) = 2 and select3(S,2) = 5.
Lemma 2.1. (See [5,11].) A binary string S(1,n) can be represented using n + o(n) bits of space while supporting rank and select
queries in O (1) time.
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2.2. Reduction to the range successor problem on an integer array
The range successor problem on an integer array is to preprocess an integer array A(1,n) so that on any given index pair
(i, j) and integer k, we can return the smallest value in A(i, j) that is at least k. The orthogonal range successor problem
can be reduced to the range successor problem on an integer array as follows. Let (p(1), p(2), . . . , p(n)) be the sequence
obtained by sorting the points in P non-decreasingly by the x-coordinates, breaking ties arbitrarily. Let A be an integer
array of size n, where A(i) = y(p(i)) for 1  i  n. Then, it is easy to see that an RS query [x1, x2] × [y,∞] on P can be
reduced to ﬁrst ﬁnding i1 and i2, where i1 is the smallest index such that x(p(i1)) x1 and i2 is the largest index such that
x(p(i2)) x2, and then reporting the smallest element in A(i1, i2) whose value is at least y.
To facilitate the ﬁrst step of the above reduction, we may maintain a table of O (n) words so that the indices i1 and
i2 can be obtained in O (1) time. In fact, we can instead maintain a 2n-bit vector b = 10k110k2 . . .10kn processed for rank
and select queries, where ki is the number of points in P whose x-coordinate is equal to i. Then, it can be seen that
i1 = rank0(b, select1(b, x1)) + 1 and i2 = rank0(b, select1(b, x2 + 1)). By Lemma 2.1, the space usage for b is 2n + o(n) bits.
Hence, we have the following.
Lemma 2.2 (Query reduction). We can store an auxiliary data structure for P in 2n + o(n) bits such that for any x1 and x2 , we can
compute the smallest i1 with x(p(i1)) x1 , and the largest i2 with x(p(i2)) x2 , in O (1) time.
In Sections 3 and 4, we give eﬃcient indexes for A to support the latter step in the above reduction, thus solving the
original problem.
2.3. Wavelet trees
Wavelet tree is an elegant data structure introduced by Grossi et al. [10] for text indexing. Given a text S over an
alphabet Σ , the wavelet tree of S is a balanced binary tree of height log |Σ |. Each tree node v corresponds to a subinterval
Σv ⊆ [1, |Σ |]. The tree root corresponds to [1, |Σ |]. At each internal node, the current alphabet range is partitioned into
two halves, and the corresponding alphabet subintervals are assigned to the left and right child of the node. A subsequence
of S is a sequence obtained by deleting zero or more characters from S . Let Sv be the subsequence of S containing only the
characters in the subinterval Σv . For example, if S = 21831662 and Σv = [1,4], then Sv = 21312. The only information
stored at v is a bitmap Bv preprocessed for binary rank and select queries. For each character of Sv , it is indicated by Bv
whether that character goes left or right. More speciﬁcally, Bv (i) = 0 if Sv(i) ∈ Σv(0) and Bv (i) = 1 if Sv(i) ∈ Σv(1) , where
v(0) and v(1) are, respectively, the left and right children of v . In Fig. 1, we depict the wavelet tree of S = 21831662.
Note that each Sv is listed for illustration only and it is not explicitly stored.
3. A succinct index for range successor queries on an integer array
This section describes a succinct index for the range successor problem on an integer array A, which can then be used
to answer orthogonal range successor queries in a 2-dimensional grid. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we ﬁrst consider the special
case where the values in A have a limited range of size O (logn/(loglogn)2). In particular, in Section 3.1, we show that with
the availability of an o(n)-bit table, we can construct an RS index with optimal space which supports each query in O (1)
time. In Section 3.2, using the same framework, we devise an index which supports each rankc query in O (1) time.
In Section 3.3, we utilize the above indexes as a core and present an index that handles the general case where values in
the array range from 1 to n. Our index requires n logn + o(n logn) bits of space and supports O (logn/ loglogn) query time.
3.1. The core RS index: handling ranges of size O (logn/(loglogn)2)
A range successor query on an integer array A is formally deﬁned as follows.
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return null if no such value exists.
The following establishes the core of our index. We shall show that given an array A of m  n integers with range r =
O (logn/(loglogn)2), we can construct an O (m log r/ loglog r)-bit auxiliary index so that together with an o(n)-bit table, each
RS query can be answered in O (1) time. For ease of exposition, we ﬁrst assume r  0.25 logn/(loglogn)2. The restriction
will be relaxed to r = O (logn/(loglogn)2) later. Also, we let A(1,m) be the input array of integers, where each integer
ranges from 1 to r.
We ﬁrst describe a basic version of our RS index, whose space is O (rm logm) bits. The idea is to preprocess each query
whose range is a power of two. For each position i (1  i m) and each choice of s (0  s  logm), we store a bitmap
B(i,s) to indicate which integers are in A(i, i + 2s − 1). Precisely, B(i,s) is an r-bit vector whose wth bit is set to 1 if w is in
A(i, i+2s −1), and is set to 0 otherwise. Similarly, we store a bitmap B ′
( j,s) to indicate which integers are in A( j−2s +1, j),
where 1 j m and 0 s logm.
Consider answering an RS query on an arbitrary interval [i, j]. Let s∗ = log( j − i + 1)	. We can see that the (bitwise)
union of B(i,s∗) and B ′( j,s∗) gives a bitmap Bu indicating which integers are present in A(i, j). Since each bitmap is of
word size, the union operation can be done in O (1) time. Consequently, RS(A, i, j,k) can be answered by checking the
position of the ﬁrst 1 in Bu(k, r). Since Bu is an r-bit vector and k ∈ [1, r], we can construct an O (2r × r × log r)-bit table
in advance so that the above checking can be done in O (1) time by table look-up. Since r = o(logn), it is easy to see that
2r × r × log r = o(n). In summary, each RS query can be answered in O (1) time.
For the space, the bitmaps require O (rm logm) bits in total as there are O (m logm) bitmaps, each taking r bits. Thus, we
have the following result.
Lemma 3.1.We can construct an auxiliary index of O (rm logm) bits for A(1,m) so that together with an o(n)-bit table, any RS query
can be answered in O (1) time. The construction times for the index and the table are O (m logm) and o(n), respectively.
Proof. The lemma follows since the bitmaps and the table can easily be constructed in the desired times by dynamic
programming. 
Next, we deﬁne a restricted form of the RS query as follows:
RS(q)(A, i, j,k): return RS(A, i, j,k) if (i mod q = 1) and ( j mod q = 0); and
return null otherwise.
In other words, if we consider A to be partitioned into blocks of q integers, RS(q) only supports RS queries with i and j
being the block boundaries. Thus, to answer an RS(q) query, it is suﬃcient to store bitmaps only for those positions being the
block boundaries. More speciﬁcally, for each position i = l× q+ 1 (0 lm/q− 1) and each choice of s (0 s log(m/q)),
we store a bitmap to indicate which integers are in A(i, i + 2sq − 1); and for each position j = l × q (1 lm/q), we store
a bitmap to indicate which integers are in A( j − 2sq + 1, j). Consequently, the index space and construction time can both
be reduced by a factor of q. This gives the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2.We can construct an index of O ((rm logm)/q) bits for A(1,m) so that together with an o(n)-bit table, any RS(q) query
can be answered in O (1) time. The construction times for the index and the table are O (m + (m logm)/q) and o(n), respectively.
We are now ready to disclose the full version of our core index, which achieves space reduction by a standard multi-level
scheme. In particular, we ﬁrst partition the input array A into blocks of some speciﬁc size q1, say, A1, A2, . . . , Am′ , where
m′ = m/q1, and construct RS(q) index for A with q = q1 based on Corollary 3.2. Next, we further partition each block Ah
into blocks of some speciﬁc size q2, and construct RS(q) index for Ah with q = q2. The partitioning process goes on until
each resulting block has size at most b = 0.5 logn/ log r, in which case we can support O (1)-time RS query in any block by
maintaining a common table of O (rb × b2r log r) bits. Since
rb  r(0.5 logn/ log r)
= (r1/ log r)0.5 logn
= 20.5 logn
= n0.5,
we have rb × b2r log r  n0.5 × log3 n × loglogn = o(n).
The values of q1,q2,q3, . . . are chosen carefully so that the total space of RS(q) indexes at each level is bounded by
O (m log r/ loglog r) bits. At level 1, we maintain an RS(q) index of space O (rm logm/q1); and in general at level t  2, we
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maintain m/qt−1 RS(q) indexes, each with O ((rqt−1 logqt−1)/qt) bits; this gives O ((rm logqt−1)/qt) bits in total. Thus, to
achieve O (m log r/ loglog r)-bit space at each level, we set
q1 = r logm loglog r/ log r,
and for each subsequent qt , where t  2, we set qt = r logqt−1 loglog r/ log r. Consequently, since
q2 = r logq1 loglog r/ log r
= r(log r + loglogm + logloglog r − loglog r) loglog r/ log r
 r(log r + loglogm) loglog r/ log r
 r(log r + loglogn) loglog r/ log r (sincem n)
 r(loglogn − 2 logloglogn + loglogn) loglog r/ log r (since r  logn/(4(loglogn)2))
 r
(
2(loglogn)2
)
/ log r
 0.5 logn/ log r,
only two levels of RS(q) indexes are needed.2
To answer RS(A, i, j,k), we partition the interval [i, j] into at most 5 subintervals, consisting of at most one subinterval
of contiguous blocks at level 1 (with block size q1), two subintervals of contiguous blocks at level 2 (with block size q2),
and two subintervals with at most q2 integers at level 3. (See Fig. 2 for an illustration.) Then the desired value RS(A, i, j,k)
is simply the minimum of the range successors in these subintervals, where each can be computed in O (1) time based on
the RS(q) indexes or table look-up.
The construction time is analyzed as follows. By Corollary 3.2, the RS(q) index at level 1 is constructed in O (m +
(m logm)/q1) time. At level 2, there are m/q1 RS(q) indexes, each can be constructed in O (q1 + (q1 logq1)/q2) time. Thus,
all the RS(q) indexes at level 2 can be constructed in O (m + (m logq1)/q2) time. Since q1 > logm and q2 > logq1, it is easy
to conclude that the overall construction time is O (m).
Theorem 3.3.We can construct an auxiliary index of O (m log r/ loglog r) bits for A(1,m) so that together with an o(n)-bit table, any
RS query can be answered in O (1) time. The construction times for the index and the table are O (m) and o(n), respectively.
The result of Theorem 3.3 can easily be extended for r = O (logn/(loglogn)2). The basic idea is to partition r into sub-
ranges of size 0.25 logn/(loglogn)2, and create an index of Theorem 3.3 for the input array A corresponding to each sub-
range. Precisely, when indexing A for a certain sub-range, we replace each entry of A outside the sub-range by 0 before we
create the index. Consequently, there are O (1) such indexes and each occupies O (m log r/ loglog r) bits, so that the space
follows. Any RS query can be answered by issuing the query on the indexes in turn, according to the increasing order of
their sub-ranges. Precisely, we start with the sub-range containing k, and stop as soon as a non-null answer is reported. The
total query time of an RS query thus remains O (1).
3.2. The core rankc index: handling ranges of size O (logn/(loglogn)2)
Let A(1,m), m n, be an array which consists of elements within the range r = O (logn/(loglogn)2). By using the same
framework as in Section 3.1, we shall show that we can construct an O (m log r/ loglog r)-bit auxiliary index so that with an
o(n)-bit table, each rankc query on A can be answered in O (1) time. We remark that constant-time rankc queries can also
be supported by Ferragina et al.’s index in [8], based on the extended version of the wavelet tree. Indeed, their index works
2 For ease of exposition, we do not restrict q1 and q2 to be integers. Note that with minor adaptation the above arguments still hold if we set q1 and q2
to be integers by taking ceilings.
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whenever r = O (polylog(n)).3 Nevertheless, the claim of our rankc result is due to its simplicity which allows a simple
O (m)-time construction, whereas it is unclear whether Ferragina et al.’s index can be constructed in the same time.
We ﬁrst assume r  0.25 logn/(loglogn)2. To obtain our rankc index, we ﬁrst give a basic version of the index, whose
space is O (rm logm) bits. The O (rm logm)-bit index is straightforward and is constructed as follows. For each position i
(1 i m) and each choice of c (1 c  r), we store rankc(A, i) in a table entry R(c,i) . Note that for any query rankc(A, i),
the answer is a non-negative integer less than or equal to m, which can be represented by log m bits. Thus, the above index
uses O (rm logm) bits of space and supports constant-time rankc queries. Since the table R can be easily constructed in the
desired time by simply scanning the array A once, we have the following.
Lemma 3.4. We can construct an auxiliary index of O (rm logm) bits for A(1,m) so that any rankc query can be answered in O (1)
time. The construction time for the index is O (rm).
Next, we deﬁne a restricted form of the rankc query as follows:
rank(q)c (A, i): return rankc(A, i) if (i mod q = 0); and
return null otherwise.
In other words, if we consider A to be partitioned into blocks of q integers, rank(q)c only supports rankc queries with i being
the block boundaries. Thus, to answer a rankc query, it is suﬃcient to store R(c,i) only for those i being the block boundaries.
Consequently, the index space and construction time can both be reduced by a factor of q. This gives the following corollary.
Corollary 3.5.We can construct an auxiliary index of O ((rm logm)/q) bits for A(1,m) so that any rank(q)c query can be answered in
O (1) time. The construction time for the index is O (m +mr/q).
In what follows, we describe the full version of our rankc index. The design is based on a similar framework of the index
in Section 3.1. In particular, the index has two levels, and we set the parameters q1 = r logm loglog r/ log r for level 1, and
q2 = r logq1 loglog r/ log r for level 2. At level 1, we partition the input array A into blocks of size q1, and construct rank(q)c
index for A with q = q1 based on Corollary 3.5. Next, we further partition each level-1 block into blocks of size q2, and
construct rank(q)c index with q = q2. Then, the total space of rank(q)c indexes at each level is bounded by O (m log r/ loglog r)
bits. Also, at level 2, the size of each resulting block has size q2  b = 0.5 logn/ log r, in which case we can support O (1)-
time rankc query in the block by maintaining a common table of O (rb × br logb) = o(n) bits.
To answer rankc(A, i), we partition the interval [1, i] into at most 3 subintervals, consisting of at most one subinterval
of contiguous blocks at level 1 (with block size q1), one subinterval of contiguous blocks at level 2 (with block size q2),
and one subinterval with at most q2 integers at level 3. (See Fig. 3 for an illustration.) Then the desired value rankc(A, i) is
simply the summation of rankc query results in these subintervals, where each can be computed in O (1) time based on the
rank(q)c indexes or table look-up. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6.We can construct an auxiliary index of O (m log r/ loglog r) bits for A(1,m) so that together with an o(n)-bit table, any
rankc query can be answered in O (1) time. The construction times for the index and the table are O (m) and o(n), respectively.
Proof. The index space follows from the above discussion. For the construction time, we consider two cases: m  b and
m > b. If m  b, only the o(n)-bit table at level 3 is required. Therefore, for m  b, the construction time is o(n) and thus
the theorem holds. Next, consider the case m > b. Apart from constructing the o(n)-bit table at level 3, we need to construct
3 In fact, in Ferragina et al.’s scheme, the total space of storing A and the auxiliary index can be entropy-bounded, so that it is more compressed than
our scheme that requires m log r + o(m log r) bits.
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√
logn = 4.
the rank(q)c indexes at levels 1 and 2. Since
m > b
= 0.5 logn/ log r
> 0.5 logn/ loglogn
(
since r  0.25 logn/(loglogn)2 and thus log r < loglogn
)
> 0.25 logn/ loglogn
> 0.25 logn/(loglogn)2
= r,
we have q1 = r logm loglog r/ log r > r. Consequently, by Corollary 3.5, the rank(q)c index at level 1 is constructed in O (m +
mr/q1) = O (m) time. At level 2, there are m/q1 indexes for rank(q)c queries, each can be constructed in O (q1 + q1r/q2) time.
Thus, all the rank(q)c indexes at level 2 can be constructed in O (m +mr/q2) = O (m +m log r/(logq1 loglog r)) = O (m) time.
Therefore, the total construction time is O (m). 
The result of Theorem 3.6 can be extended for r = O (logn/(loglogn)2) by using a similar approach indicated in Sec-
tion 3.1. The idea is to partition r into sub-ranges of size 0.25 logn/(loglogn)2, and create an index of Theorem 3.6 for the
input array A corresponding to each sub-range. There are O (1) such indexes and each occupies O (m log r/ loglog r) bits, so
that the space follows. For any rankc query, it can be answered in O (1) time by simply issuing a query on the index of the
sub-range containing c.
3.3. The general index: handling ranges of size n
Now, we consider the general case where values in the integer array A(1,n) are chosen from a wider range [1,n], and
describe a succinct index using n logn + o(n logn) bits of space that answers each RS(A, i, j,k) query in O (logn/ loglogn)
time. Our index is analogous to the wavelet tree in Section 2.3, except that we enlarge the branching factor from 2 to
√
logn
(or more formally, to 
√logn). Precisely, each node v in our wavelet tree T corresponds to a subinterval Σv ⊆ [1,n] and
represents the subsequence Sv of A whose integers are in Σv . For any internal node v , its
√
logn children are denoted
by v(1), v(2), . . . , v(
√
logn) and they partition Σv into
√
logn subintervals of almost equal size. The tree height is at most
2 logn/ loglogn and the kth leaf represents the singleton interval [k,k]. Fig. 4 shows an example of Σv and Sv .
At each node v , we ﬁrst obtain a sequence Bv of length |Sv | so that Bv(i) indicates which child of v the integer Sv(i)
belongs to. Formally, Bv(i) = j if Sv(i) ∈ Σv( j) . (See Fig. 4 for an example.) Then, we explicitly store Bv and construct the
two auxiliary data structures described in Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 to support RS and rankc queries over Bv . As the range
of integers in Bv is
√
logn = O (logn/(loglogn)2), both queries can be answered in O (1) time, while the auxiliary space
usage is O (|Bv | log
√
logn/ loglog
√
logn) = o(|Bv | loglogn) bits, with the availability of a global o(n)-bit table. In summary,
for a node v , we spend |Bv | log
√
logn bits for storing Bv and o(|Bv | loglogn) bits for the two auxiliary structures. Thus, for
indexing an array A(1,n), each level of our wavelet tree requires n log
√
logn + o(n loglogn) = 0.5n loglogn + o(n loglogn)
bits. Since the height of the tree is at most 2 logn/ loglogn, the total space is n logn + o(n logn) bits. In addition to the
above structures, we store an auxiliary index of Lemma 2.2 for P , in 2n + o(n) bits, for query reduction. In summary, the
total space usage of the index is n logn + o(n logn) bits. Note that in our scheme, the points in P and the array A are not
explicitly stored. Intuitively, the x-coordinates of the points are captured by the auxiliary index of Lemma 2.2, while the
y-coordinate of each point is partitioned and is stored inside 2 logn/ loglogn nodes in the wavelet tree.
Based on the above data structures, we now describe how an RS(A, i, j,k) query can be supported. There are two phases.
Phase 1 is to determine whether k occurs in A(i, j). If so, we immediately report k as the desired answer. Otherwise, we
proceed to Phase 2 to ﬁnd and report the integer just larger than k in A(i, j). The following are the details.
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Phase 1. (See Fig. 5 for an illustration.) Let u be the root of T . To determine whether k occurs in A(i, j), our strategy is
to traverse the wavelet tree T from the root u to the leaf whose interval is [k,k], and check along the way whether k
actually occurs in A(i, j). Precisely, let u, v1, v2, . . . denote the nodes on the path; also, let kt denote the rank of vt among
its siblings. That is, vt is the kt th child of its parent. Clearly, using the values of k and
√
logn, all kt can be computed in
O (logn/ loglogn) time. We ﬁrst examine in the root u if Bu(i, j) contains k1, which is done in O (1) time by computing
rankk1 (Bu, j) − rankk1 (Bu, i − 1). If not, this implies no integer in Su(i, j) (i.e., A(i, j)) falls in the range Σv1 , and we can
conclude k does not occur in A(i, j). Otherwise, we compute the contiguous portion [i1, j1] of Sv1 that corresponds to the
subsequence of Su(i, j) with values within the range of Σv1 , so that our problem is reduced to determine whether k is in
Sv1 (i1, j1). It is easy to check that i1 = rankk1 (Bu, i − 1) + 1 and j1 = rankk1 (Bu, j), which can be obtained in O (1) time.
Then, we proceed to visit v1 and examine if Bv1 (i1, j1) contains k2, which is done in O (1) time as before. If not, by a
similar reasoning, we conclude k does not occur in A(i, j). Otherwise, we compute a contiguous portion [i2, j2] of Sv2 in
O (1) time and reduce our problem to determine whether k is in Sv2 (i2, j2). In this way, determining whether k occurs in
A(i, j) can be done by traversing at most 2 logn/ loglogn nodes in the wavelet tree, each taking O (1) time based on our
data structures. Thus, if k is in A(i, j), the desired query can be answered in O (logn/ loglogn) time.
Phase 2. (See Fig. 6 for an illustration.) It remains to show how to ﬁnd RS(A, i, j,k) in case k does not occur in A(i, j). Let
v f be the ﬁrst node such that there does not exist any integer k f+1 in Bv f (i f , j f ) in the previous traversal. Our ﬁrst step
is to determine the smallest value k′ larger than k f+1 in Bv f (i f , j f ), which is computed in O (1) time by an RS query on
Bv f . Then, there are two cases.
Case 1: Such a number k′ exists. In this case, the desired answer must be an integer within the range of the k′th child of v f .
Let v ′ denote such a child node, and [i′, j′] denote the contiguous portion of Sv ′ that corresponds to the subsequence
of Sv f (i f , j f ) with values within the range of Σv ′ . Then, the desired answer is exactly the minimum value μ in
Sv ′ (i′, j′), which can be obtained by traversing the wavelet tree downwards from v ′ , and repeatedly reﬁning the range
that contains μ. The method is similar as before where we determine if k occurs in A(i, j); more precisely, in each node
visited, we issue two rank queries to update the contiguous portion of the sequence, but then use one RS query (instead
of using a predetermined value kt) to determine the next node of the traversal. The total time is O (logn/ loglogn).
Case 2: No such k′ exists. In this case, using RS queries, we go backwards along the path from v f to u until reaching a
node vg such that Bvg (i g, jg) contains some integer k
′′ larger than kg+1. If no such a node vg exists, it is easy to see
that all elements in A(i, j) are smaller than k and thus the desired answer for our RS query is null. Otherwise, similar
to Case 1, we conclude that the desired answer is the minimum value μ′ of some contiguous portion of the sequence
Sv ′′ (where v ′′ = k′′th child of vg), which can be obtained in O (logn/ loglogn) time by the same strategy.
Consequently, we have the following.
Theorem 3.7. We can construct an index of n logn + o(n logn) bits for an integer array A(1,n) with integers chosen from [1,n], so
that any RS query can be answered in O (logn/ loglogn) time. The construction time of the index is O (n logn/ loglogn).
4. A simple index with O (1) query time
In this section, we propose an alternative index on a 2-dimensional grid that supports orthogonal range successor query
in O (1) time using O (n1+ε) space, where ε > 0 is an arbitrary constant. To begin with, we brieﬂy review how to achieve
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Fig. 7. An illustration of an O (n2)-word index.
O (1) query time with the existing indexes in the literature. The earliest one requires O (n2) space [7], whose idea is to
construct range minimum data structures [2] over n masked sequences. More speciﬁcally, given an array A, the index
consists of n sequences M1,M2, . . . ,Mn preprocessed for range minimum queries, where Mi( j) = A( j) if A( j)  i and
Mi( j) = ∞ otherwise. (See Fig. 7 for an example.) Then, any subsequent query RS(A, i, j,k) is answered in O (1) time by
invoking one range minimum query on Mk(i, j). A later result by Crochemore et al. [6] further reduces the space to O (n1+ε).
Their improvement is based on a modiﬁcation of the multi-level scheme in [3,17], which is originally developed for range
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of range minimum data structures in each level for a range successor query.
As the index in [6], our index is also based on the multi-level scheme in [3,17]. However, in each level, it is not based on
range minimum queries but only on table look-up. Hence, it is conceptually simpler and easier for construction. In addition,
our scheme can be easily extended to support O (1)-time query in higher dimensions using O (n1+ε) space, whereas it is
unknown whether the multi-level scheme proposed in [6] can similarly be generalized.
In Section 4.1, we present an O (n1+ε)-word index which supports O (1) query time for each RS query on A(1,n), thus
giving the desired orthogonal range successor index for the 2-dimensional case. Then in Section 4.2, our index is further
extended to higher dimensions d 3.
4.1. An O (1)-time 2-dimensional range successor index
We ﬁrst establish the following two simple results.
Lemma 4.1. Using O (dn) space and O (dn) preprocessing time, a range-searching problem of m < n points in [1,n]d can be reduced
in O (d) time to a range searching problem in [1,m]d.
Proof. The reduction can be easily done by maintaining a mapping table of size O (n) for each dimension. Thus, the lemma
holds. 
Lemma 4.2.We can construct a table of size O (n3) in O (n3) time for A(1,n) so that each RS query can be answered in O (1) time.
Proof. By dynamic programming, we compute a table in O (n3) time to store the answer of each RS(A, i, j,k), where 1 
i, j,k n. Consequently, the lemma holds. 
Let RS(q)(A, i, j,k) be deﬁned as Section 3.1. It is easy to obtain the following.
Corollary 4.3. We can construct an index of size O ((n/q)2 × n) in O ((n/q)2 × n) time for A(1,n) so that each RS(q) query can be
answered in O (1) time.
Let c = 
2/ε. Our index consists of c − 1 = O (1) levels and the space of each level is bounded by O (n1+2/c). At the ﬁrst
level, we partition the input array A into blocks of some speciﬁc size q1 and construct RS(q) index for A with q = q1 based
on Corollary 4.3. Let A1, A2, . . . , Al (with l = n/q1) be the blocks from the partition. Each block Ah is further partitioned into
blocks of some speciﬁc size q2 and an RS(q) index for Ah with q = q2 is constructed. We continue the partitioning process
until the size of each block is small enough so that we can apply Lemma 4.2 to answer each RS query on any block in O (1)
time by table look-up using a total of O (n1+2/c) space.
More precisely, we set q1 = n1−1/c . By Corollary 4.3, the RS(q) index at level 1 uses O (n1+2/c) space and supports O (1)-
time query. For the second level, there are n/q1 RS(q) indexes each with q1 consecutive numbers of A ranging from 1 to n.
We ﬁrst perform range reduction over the q1 numbers in each of the n/q1 blocks at level 1, so that the range is reduced
from [1,n] to [1,q1]. By Lemma 4.1, this requires n/q1 tables of total size O ((n/q1)×n) = O (n1+1/c). Then, we can construct
an RS(q) index for each block by Corollary 4.3 using O ((q1/q2)2 × q1) space. By setting q2 = n1−2/c , the total space of RS(q)
indexes at level 2 is O ((n/q1)× (q1/q2)2 ×q1) = O (n1+2/c). Therefore, the data structures at level 2 occupy O (n1+2/c) space
in total.
In general, we set qt = n1−t/c for 1  t < c. It is easy to see that the total space requirements of range reduction
structures and RS(q) indexes at each level t are bounded by O (n1+1/c) and O (n1+2/c), respectively. At level c − 1, there
are n/qc−1 blocks, each containing qc−1 numbers ranging from 1 to qc−1. The range is now small enough so that we
construct RS indexes by Lemma 4.2 using a total of O ((n/qc−1) × q3c−1) = O (n × q2c−1) = O (n × n2−2(c−1)/c) = O (n1+2/c)
space. Consequently, the total space of this multi-level RS index is O (c × n1+2/c) = O (n1+ε).
The query process of RS(A, i, j,k) is as follows. We partition the interval [i, j] into O (c) subintervals, consisting of at
most one subinterval at level 1 and at most two subintervals of contiguous blocks at each of the other levels. The queries
over these subintervals are performed from the ﬁrst level to the last level, so that the time of range reduction between each
level will not affect the whole performance. In summary, we have the following.
Theorem 4.4. We can construct in O (n1+ε) time an index of size O (n1+ε) for A(1,n) so that any RS query can be answered in O (1)
time.
4.2. Extension to higher dimensions
It is easy to extend the scheme in Section 4.1 to any ﬁxed d  3 dimensions. Due to the structural similarities, we only
discuss the 3-dimensional case. Let P be a set of n points in [1,n]3. For each point p ∈ P , its x-, y-, and z-coordinates
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x-coordinate. We redeﬁne A to be an array in which A(x(p)) stores (y(p), z(p)) for each p ∈ P . An RS query [x1, x2] ×
[y1, y2] × [z,∞] is denoted by RS(A, x1, x2, y1, y2, z).
To support RS queries, we construct for each pair (x1, x2),1  x1  x2  n, a 2-dimensional RS index for the set of
points {(y(i), z(i)) | x1  i  x2}. By Theorem 4.4, the above structures use O (n3+ε) space and can answer each query
RS(A, x1, x2, y1, y2, z) in O (1) time. Then, we deﬁne RS(q) query in three dimensions as follows:
RS(q)(A, x1, x2, y1, y2, z): return RS(A, x1, x2, y1, y2, z) if (x1 mod q = 1) and (x2 mod q = 0); and
return null otherwise.
Using the structure in Theorem 4.4, we obtain an RS(q) index of O ((n/q)2 × n1+ε) space which supports each RS(q)
query in O (1) time. Then, we construct multi-level structures, using the same scheme in Section 4.1. Let c = 
1/ε. There
are l = 4c − 1 levels. We set qt = n1−t/(4c) for each level t,1  t  l. We construct range reduction structures at each
level and n/qt−1 RS(q) indexes each of size O ((qt−1/qt)2 × q1+1/(2c)t−1 ) for those blocks at level t , where 1  t  l and q0 =
n. Then, it is not diﬃcult to verify that the space requirements of range reduction structures and RS(q) indexes at each
level are O (n1+1/(4c)) and O (n1+1/c), respectively. At the last level l, there are n/ql blocks, each containing ql points on
[1,ql] × [1,ql]. We construct an RS index of size O (q3+1/(2c)l ) for each block at level l, using O ((n/ql) × q3+1/(2c)l ) = O (n ×
q2+1/(2c)l ) = O (n × n(1/(4c))(2+1/(2c))) = O (n1+1/c) space in total. Consequently, the total space of this multi-level RS index is
O (l × n1+1/c) = O (n1+ε). Clearly, the query time is O (l) = O (1). We obtain the following.
Theorem 4.5. Let P be a set of n points in [1,n]d, where d  3 is a constant. We can construct an RS index for P using O (n1+ε)
preprocessing time and O (n1+ε) space so that each RS query can be answered in O (1) time.
5. Concluding remarks
We have proposed two schemes for indexing grid points to support fast online orthogonal range successor queries.
Our ﬁrst result deals with the 2-dimensional case, which uses optimal n + o(n) space and supports each query in
O (logn/ loglogn) time. Our second result is a general framework for achieving O (1) query time on a d-dimensional grid
using O (n1+ε) space, where d 2 is a constant.
One direction for further study is to study the dynamic version of the orthogonal range successor problem, in which
insertion and deletion of points are allowed. For the orthogonal range successor problem, indexes with various space–time
tradeoffs exist in the literature, but unless the index space (or the query time) of two indexes are the same, there is no
way to compare the performance of one index with the other. Another interesting direction for further study is to ﬁnd
appropriate measures for cross comparison, which have been shown to be useful in other areas (e.g., the area–time (AT)
and the area–time squared (AT2) measures in VLSI computation [16]).
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